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 All on new tune except 
basses on brrm, brrm riff 
4. We only see what we 
can see, anything else is 
theory 
Don't you come here 
bothering me 
with a new doom'n'gloom 
prophecy 
There's room for doubt 
and while the jury is out, 
Why should our kids do 
without necessity? 
 
First two lines Altos and 
tenors using verse 1 tune 
5. As you can hear, 
starting from here we're 
going nowhere 
'til we resolve how 
powerful we can be 
First two lines Sops at 
same time using verse 4 
tune 
We only see economy, 
we didn't look at ecology 
Tomorrow you're looking 
to me for an apology 
First two lines Basses 

Wind power, wave 
power, sun power, save 
power 
last two lines all together: 
We're sorry it took so 
long for us to sing the 
same song 
And we still hope that 
you enjoy your legacy 
somewhere on sea. 
 
Ending all in harmony: 
Basses start x4, then 
tenors x3, then altos x2, 
then sops x1 
Wind power, wave 
power, sun power, save 
power 
Last time 
Wind power, wave 
power, sun power, 
(shout) Take power 
last Somewhere on sea 
optional – we don’t sing 
it! 
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2. Cuts 
 
Cuts, no more cuts,  
no more cuts 
Redistribute the wealth 
 
men.. Bankers bonuses 
women.........no more 
men.....MP's expenses 
women...........no more 
men......Tax avoidance 
women............no more 
All - Redistribute the 
wealth 
 
Billions spent every year 
on things that we don't 
need. 
The poor are getting 
poorer to fund the 
wealthy's greed. 
 
2. Cuts to welfare - 
Hospitals are closing - 
Privatisation. 
Redistribute the wealth 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

3. Far more united - see 
We Are Far More... 
 

4. Freedom is Coming 
 
Sop:  
Oh freedom, x3; Oh yes I 
know x3 
Alt, Ten, Bass:  
Freedom is coming x3 
Oh yes I know x3 
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Leave the oil in the 
ground 
  
Leave the gas beneath 
the sea, 
sing out now, sing out 
now, 
Leave the gas beneath 
the sea, 
sing out now, 
This is an emergency, 
limit change to two 
degrees, 
The earth’s our treasury, 
so leave a hopeful 
legacy, 
Leave the gas beneath 
the sea 
 
Leave the coal in the 
seam, 
sing out now, sing out 
now, 
Leave the coal in the 
seam, 
sing out now, 
Let us turn our planet 
green, 
making energy that’s 
clean 
Sun and wind and tidal 
schemes, 

Come let’s realise our 
dream 
Leave the coal in the 
seam 
 
You gentle people all 
sing out now, sing out 
now, 
You gentle people all 
sing out now 
This planet to maintain, 
profiteering we 
disdain, 
Shameless companies 
we name, 
public ownership we 
claim, 
Leave the oil in the 
ground 
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6. In a Carbon Free 
Society  
Tune: Country Gardens, 
Words: Jane Lewis. Arr. 
M. Carmichael 
Bold: only high voices, 
Italic-bold: low voices 
 
1. Unison: 
How many types of local 
fruit and veg 
In a carbon neutral 
society? 
Here’s all the places we 
can grow our food 
In a carbon neutral 
society 
Apple trees along the 
street, 
window boxes full of 
wheat 
Beans in the back, 
Green-peas in the park 
There’s a busy local 
market full of local food 
In a carbon neutral 
society 
 
 
 

 
2. Harmony 
How many types of 
transport do we have 
In a carbon neutral 
society 
Here’s all the ways that 
we can get about 
In a carbon neutral 
society 
Bicycles for all to share, 
public transport 
everywhere 
Cars running on clean 
energy 
Oh there’s bike paths 
and bus lanes 
and dancing in the street 
In a carbon neutral 
society 
 
3. Harmony 
How many ways of 
making energy 
In a carbon neutral 
society 
Here’s how we make all 
the power that we need 
In a carbon neutral 
society 
Windmills turning on the 
hill, 
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18. Internationale 
Billy Bragg version 
1. Stand up, all victims of 
oppression, For the 
tyrants fear your might. 
Don't cling so hard to 
your possessions, For 
you have nothing, if you 
have no rights. 
Let racist ignorance be 
ended, For respect 
makes the empire's fall. 
Freedom is merely 
privilege extended, 
Unless enjoyed by one 
and all. 
 
Chorus: 
So come brothers and 
sisters for the struggle 
carries on.  
The Internationale unites 
the world in song. 
So, comrades, come rally 
for this is the time and 
place.  
The international ideal 
unites the human race. 
 
2. Let no-one build walls 

to divide us, Walls of 
hatred nor walls of stone. 
Oh, greet the dawn and 
come and join us. We'll 
live together or we'll die 
alone. 
In our world, poisoned by 
exploitation, Those who 
have taken, now they 
must give. 
And end the vanity of 
nations. We've but one 
earth on which to live. 
 
Chorus 
3. And so begins the final 
drama, In the streets and 
in the fields. 
We'll resist united 'gainst 
their armour. We'll defy 
their guns and shields. 
When we fight, provoked 
by their aggression, Let 
us be inspired by life and 
love. 
For, though they offer us 
concessions, Change will 
not come from above. 
Chorus 
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7. I want Rosa to stay 
 Alun Parry -  
we don't sing verse 2 
 
1. Hello Rosalita, I know 
your name 
I’ve learned to pronounce 
it again and again 
For I got to know you and 
I know you well 
So I don’t believe all the 
tales that they tell 
No I don’t believe 
Rosalita’s a threat 
Or that she’s a strain on 
the national debt 
For Rosa has spirit and 
courage galore 
To brave every ocean 
and land on this shore 
 
Chorus 
I want Rosa to stay 
I want Rosa to stay 
I want Rosa to stay 
Not just today 
Or tomorrow 
But forever   
 

2. Well I've read the 
headlines in papers I've 
bought 
The panic that passes as 
rational thought 
Written by peddlars of 
falsehood and fear 
Who say it's a problem 
that Rosa is here. 
They want to make 
Roasa their next 
deportee 
Saying she takes 
resouces intended for me 
And rich men in 
mansions say that's why 
I'm poor 
But I don't remember 
being wealthy before. 
 
Chorus 
 
3. So I won’t be swayed 
by the things that you say 
Cos I understand why 
you play it this way 
For I see a world that is 
owned by the few 
And run in your interest 
to benefit you 
So if we get angry at 
what we obtain 
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15. We'll Fight On 
 
Top voice:sings 1st bar 
of each line  
We'll fight on,   
Others follow with: 
.We will fight on against 
the cuts        repeat 
 
Others: 
We will fight on x2 
We will fight on against 
the cuts 
 
2. Top voice:  
We won't pay 
Others:  
We will not pay the 
bankers debts x2 
We will not pay x2 
We will not pay the 
bankers debts 
 
3. Top voice: The poorest 
Why should the poorest 
foot the bill x2 
4. Why should the 
poorest x2 
Why should the poorest 
foot the bill x2 

 
5. Top voice: The NH 
We will defend the NHS 
x2 
6. We will defend x2 
We will defend the NHS 
 

16. We've sung a 
thousand songs of 
peace, 
 
We've sung a thousand 
songs of peace, 
and we will sing ten 
thousand more, 
for how can we be silent, 
when the guns still roar 
 
What can we do about 
global warming? 
to tune What shall we do 
with the drunken sailor 
 
Chorus (harmony above) 
- start 
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9. Seed of Hope 
 
Tune 
Sow seeds of hope, 
Where ever you go 
sow seeds of hope, some 
of the seeds gonna fall 
on stony ground 
Sow seeds of hope, 
wherever you go 
sow seeds of hope, some 
of the seeds bound to 
grow 
taller than you ever could 
know. 
 
Upper and lower 
Sow seeds of hope, 
Where ever you go 
Sow seeds of hope, 
some of the seeds bound 
to grow 
taller than you ever could 
know. 
 

10. Singaba hamba yo 
thina 
 
Sequence: 

 
Bass: bars 1-4 x 2 
Bass + Tenor: bars 1-4 x 
2 
Bass + Tenor + Alto: bars 
1-4 x 2 
Everyone: whole song x 
2 
 
Singaba hamba yo thina 
kul lom hlaba ke pha sin 
e kha ya, e Zul wi ni 
Singaba hamba yo thina 
kul lom hlaba ke pha sin 
e kha ya, e Zul wi ni 
ha le lu ya, ha le lu ya, ha 
le lu ya 
ha le lu ya, ha le lu ya, ha 
le lu ya 
 
Sop 
Singaba hamba yo thina 
kul lom hlaba ke pha sin 
e kha ya, e Zul wi ni 
Singaba hamba yo thina 
kul lom hlaba ke pha sin 
e kha ya, e Zul wi Si thi, 
sit thi, sit thi, ha le lu ya, 
ha le lu ya, ha le lu ya 
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11. Singing for our lives 
- see first song 
 - ‘We are the 
Seagreensingers’  

12. Siyahamba 
 - We are Singing for a 
better world 
 
Siya hamba me ni loko 
lo, 
Siya hamba me ni loko lo 
(x2) 
Siya hamba hamba, siya 
hamba, hamba 
Siya hamba me ni loko lo 
(x2) 
 
We are marching in the 
name of peace 
We are marching in the 
name of peace(x2) 
We are marching, 
marching, we are 
.marching, marching 
we are marching in the 
name of peace(x2) 
 
We are singing for a 
better world 

We are singing for a 
better world (x2) 
We are singing, singing, 
we are singing, singing 
we are singing for a 
better world (x2) 
 
We are dancing in the 
name of peace etc. 


